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Abstract

Social networks and many other graphs are attributed, meaning that their nodes are

labelled with textual information such as personal data, expertise or interests. In at-

tributed graphs, a common data analysis task is to find subgraphs whose nodes con-

tain a given set of keywords. In many applications, the size of the subgraph should

be limited (i.e., a subgraph with thousands of nodes is not desired). In this work,

we introduce the problem of compact attributed group (AG) discovery. Given a set

of query keywords and a desired solution size, the task is to find subgraphs with the

desired number of nodes, such that the nodes are closely connected and each node

contains as many query keywords as possible. We prove that finding an optimal so-

lution is NP-hard and we propose approximation algorithms with a guaranteed ratio

of two. Since the number of qualifying AGs may be large, we also show how to find

approximate top-k AGs with polynomial delay. Finally, we experimentally verify the

effectiveness and efficiency of our techniques on real-world graphs.

Keywords: Attributed Graphs, Social Networks, Graph Data Management,

Approximation Algorithms

1. Introduction

Graphs have become a significant part of modern data analysis due to their abil-

ity to express relationships among entities [1]. Examples include social networks
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such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and GitHub, where nodes are persons and edges

model various types of connections between persons; webpages, where edges cor-

respond to hyperlinks; e-commerce, where graphs can model interactions among

products and customers; and relational databases, where nodes are tuples edges

correspond to foreign key connections.

Many graphs are node-attributed, also known as node-labelled, meaning that

each node is associated with descriptive text. For example, nodes in the LinkedIn

graph may be labelled with persons’ skills and locations, and nodes in a product

graph may be labelled with product attributes. Query processing over attributed

graphs has recently attracted a great deal of attention [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Here, a query

consists of a set of keywords and an answer is a subgraph whose nodes contain the

query keywords. A node that contains at least one query keyword is called a content

node; however, there may be other nodes in the answer whose purpose is only to

connect the content nodes.

In this work, we introduce a new search problem over attributed graphs. Given

a set of query keywords and a size range (in terms of the number of content nodes),

we want to find closely-connected groups of content nodes whose number is within

the desired range and such that each content node covers as many query keywords

as possible. We call such a group a compact attributed group, abbreviated AG. In

contrast to prior work (details in Section 2), the number of content nodes in an AG is

bounded and there is no need to specify a node to build around. Furthermore, each

content node in an AG includes many query keywords. Our problem is motivated by

the following real-world applications:

• Targeted Marketing in Social Networks. Suppose a social media company

wants to advertise rock climbing tours to groups of users. It constructs a social

network of its users, with each node (person) labelled with their hobbies or

interests. The company wants to target groups of people who already know

each other (i.e., are connected in the social network), are interested in rock

climbing, and would motivate each other to attend the tour. Due to budget

limitations, ads cannot be sent to every possible group of users. Instead, the



company can find AGs containing keywords such as “rock climbing” whose

sizes are within the minimum and maximum tour size (e.g., between 20 and

30 people).

• Hiring Experts in Expert Networks. Suppose we want to hire a group of ex-

perts to work on a project. Assume the project requires expertise in certain

areas (e.g., databases and ontologies), and that budgetary and logistic con-

straints dictate a lower and an upper bound on the size of the group. To en-

sure the team works efficiently together, they should have mutual collabora-

tors. We are given a network of experts that captures their past collaborations

(e.g., DBLP or GitHub) and their skill sets. To solve the problem, we can find

AGs in the network that are closely connected (i.e., have collaborated in the

past or have mutual collaborators), have the desired size, and cover as many

required skills as possible.

• Photo and Post Recommendations in Social Networks. In social networks

such as Instagram, where users share photos (and posts), one might be inter-

ested in finding groups of similar photos. The underlying connections among

users (whether they follow each other or like each others’ photos) provide the

graph structure. Each photo is tagged with a set of keywords called hashtags.

It has been shown that hashtags and visual features can help extract commu-

nities of related images [9]. Given a set of query keywords and the required

number of photos, we can search for groups of photos that were taken by re-

lated users and whose hashtags contain the query keywords. Note that screen

size, or paper size if the photos are to be printed, restricts the number of pho-

tos in a group. The same method applies to social media posts, e.g., on Twitter.

Our contributions are as follows.

1. We define the novel attributed group (AG) query problem over attributed graphs

and we propose new objective functions to rank the results.

2. We prove that optimizing these objectives is NP-hard. Thus, we propose ap-

proximation algorithms with a guaranteed ratio of two to find the answers ef-



ficiently.

3. Since the total number of answers is exponential in the number of query key-

words and the size of the group, we propose a procedure to find approximate

top-k groups with polynomial delay.

4. We experimentally compare our methods against existing approaches on real-

world large graphs, showing that our algorithms efficiently find compact groups

with the desired size and keyword coverage.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is presented

in Section 2. Section 3 formally defines the problem and Section 4 introduces the

approximation algorithms. Our method for enumerating top-k answers with poly-

nomial delay is presented in Section 5. Experiments are presented in Section 6, and

Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

We first discuss the differences between our problem definition and existing

work in community search and keyword search. Next, we provide a detailed discus-

sion of recent related work in these and other related areas. In community search,

the input consists of a specific node from the graph plus a set of keywords, and the

output is a dense subgraph, built around the given node, each of whose nodes con-

tains as many query keywords as possible. One problem with community search is

that the output may be very large, perhaps thousands of nodes. On the other hand,

keyword search over attributed graphs returns a subgraph, often in the form of a tree,

in which each query keyword is covered by at least one node. Here, the problem is

that the number of content nodes is at most equal to the number of input keywords,

which might not be enough for some applications. Furthermore, each content node

usually cover only one keyword and multiple keyword coverage per content node is

not supported.

To illustrate the difference between this work and existing techniques, we present

an attributed graph in Figure 1. This graph shows a portion of the GitHub network
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Figure 1: Compact groups vs. communities in attributed graphs.

with seven developers and the programming languages of their expertise. Two de-

velopers are connected if they worked on the same project in the past. Suppose

we want to find a group of five Java developers. A community search (CS) algo-

rithm such as the one in [4] could give two possible answers depending on the node

it starts with, neither of which has size five: {Susan, Jack, Alice} or {James, Sarah}.

Some CS algorithms additionally require a minimum degree of each node in a com-

munity as input. If the minimum degree were set to three, then no output would be

generated. On the other hand, if we pass the query Java to a graph keyword search

algorithm such as the one in [10], it would return a minimal subgraph where each

query keyword is covered by at least one node, i.e., a single Java expert such as Al-

ice. In contrast, our method returns a group with all five Java developers in the net-

work as they are either directly connected or connected through mutual collabora-

tors (similar to the notion of “friends of friends”).

The attributed graph in Figure 2 represents researchers and their areas of ex-

pertise (portion of the DBLP dataset). Two researchers are connected if they have

co-authored a paper. Suppose we have three query keywords: Databases (DB), In-

formation Retrieval (IR), and Machine Learning (ML). We are interested in finding a

compact subgraph with three nodes. If the minimum degree is set to 1, 2, or 3, CS

returns the entire graph, which is too large. If it is set to 4, CS does not return any-

thing. Graph keyword search returns two nodes that cover all three input keywords.

In contrast, our method returns the subgraph coloured in blue, which contains three

nodes, as required.
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Figure 2: Compact groups vs. communities in attributed graphs.

We present a summary of related work in Table 1, showing that no previous work

can satisfy all the requirements of our motivating applications: handling attributed

graphs, ensuring the resulting groups are compact and well connected (optimizing

distance), have the desired size, and that each node covers as many query keywords

as possible (multiple keyword coverage). Below, we discuss each related work in

detail.

Community Detection finds all densely connected subgraphs in an input graph

[11]. Early solutions use network structure to find communities [12, 13] but do not

consider attributed graphs. Some recent work focuses on finding communities in at-

tributed graphs and considers structural and textual similarity, meaning that nodes

within a community must be closely connected and must have similar textual con-

tent; see, e.g., [14, 15, 16]. Furthermore, Hajiabadi et. al propose an algorithm to

extract overlapping communities [17].

Community detection algorithms are generally slow and unsuitable for online

community retrieval since they usually enumerate all the communities in the input

graph [4]. Community detection has major differences with this work. First, there

is no limit on the number of nodes: a community might contain hundreds or thou-

sands of nodes. Second, algorithms for finding communities usually do not consider

the distance between all nodes (or, in attributed graphs, between content nodes)

within a community. Instead, they minimize density-based objectives such as de-

gree or edge betweenness. In such algorithms, some nodes in the same community

might be far away from each other although they all satisfy the density objective



Table 1: Comparison of related work

Topic Attributed
Graphs

Optimizing
Distance

Controlled
Size

Multiple Keyword
Coverage

Community Detection [14, 15, 16] No No [14, 15, 16]
Community Search [4, 18] No No [4, 18]
Keyword Search [19, 20, 21] [19, 20, 21] Not Explicitly No
Compact Attributed Groups Yes Yes Yes Yes

(e.g., minimum degree).

Community Search is recent approach for obtaining specific communities, namely

those centered around a specific query node [22]. To determine structural relevance,

most algorithms use density-based metrics such as minimum degree. For example,

several algorithms such as those in [23, 24] find k 0-cores around the query node (a

k 0-core is a subgraph in which each node has a degree of at least k 0). Furthermore,

Li et al. [22] recently defined a new model to capture the influence of a community

and proposed an algorithm to search for communities with high influence. A few

works have recently explored the problem of finding spatially-aware communities

that satisfy structural (using degree) and geo-spatial constraints [25, 26]. However,

these works study non-attributed graphs and therefore do not consider textual in-

formation attached to nodes. Li et al. [27] developed a community search algorithm

to find influential communities, where each node has multiple numeric attributes

representing influence.

Fang et al. [4] recently proposed a community search algorithm for attributed

graphs. The graph is queried with a set of keywords T , an input node n, and a min-

imum degree k 0. The results are the connected components of the largest dense

subgraph around n whose nodes contain the keywords in T . Each connected com-

ponent is considered to be a community (i.e., k 0-core). However, these communities

may be very large. Similarly, the authors of [18] proposed a community search algo-

rithm that receives a group of nodes N as input and builds a community around N .

In [18], k 0-truss is used to measure the density of a subgraph (a k 0-truss is a sub-

graph in which each edge is part of at least (k 0 °2) triangles within the subgraph).

In contrast, we search the entire graph and do not receive an input node n (or a set



of nodes N ). We also control the size of the output and optimize the distance be-

tween content nodes (rather than density). Finally, we explicitly take a parameter k

to return approximate top-k best AGs.

Keyword Search in Attributed Graphs finds subgraphs whose nodes collectively

cover all (or most) of the query keywords. Solutions to this problem can be catego-

rized by the type of answers they produce: tree-based methods and graph-based

methods.

Bhalotia et al.[28] proposed a backward search algorithm and Ding et al. [29]

presented a dynamic programming approach to find answer trees. These methods

have exponential time complexity in the number of keywords, but polynomial time

complexity in the number of nodes of the input graph. To find trees with distinct

roots, an algorithm was proposed in [30] and was improved by He et al. [31]. For

graphs that do not fit in memory and use the distinct root semantics, Dalvi et al.

[32] created a smaller graph on top of the input graph that resolves the memory

limitations of previous work.

Li et al., [19] find r -radius Steiner graphs and [20] finds multi-centered sub-

graphs called communities. Each community contains some center nodes such that

there exists a path between each center node and each content node that is shorter

than a given threshold. This parameter controls the size of a community. The au-

thors of [10] find r -cliques as answers to keyword search over graphs. In an r -clique,

all content nodes are guaranteed to be close to each other [10]. Recently, the authors

of [21] find duplication free and minimal answers. Authors of [33] propose a frame-

work to group and summarize answers to graph keyword search based on similarity

in content and structure.

Keyword search in graphs is significantly different from this work. First, in key-

word search, each input keyword is covered by exactly one content node1. This is

undesirable in applications where users prefer content nodes that cover as many

keywords as possible. Thus, we provide more flexible keyword coverage as we allow

1A keyword may be covered by more than one content node, but the goal is to assign one keyword to
one content node.



multiple content nodes (not just one content node) to cover each query keyword.

Second, unlike our model, the number of content nodes is not explicitly specified.

Graph keyword search algorithms could generate answers with few content nodes,

much smaller than the required size. The same as our model, the algorithms for

graph keyword search do not explicitly optimize node degree but optimize proxim-

ity of the answer subgraph (e.g., minimizing the diameter of the answer subgraph or

minimizing the number of edges of the answer tree).

3. Preliminaries and Problem Statement

Given a node-labeled graph G , a range for the required number of content nodes

(i.e., the size of the group), and a set of query keywords, we want to find and rank a

set of compact attributed groups (AG) which are subgraphs of G , contain the desired

number of content nodes, and are close to each other. Furthermore, each content

node should contain as many query keywords as possible. For now, as long as a

content node contains at least one query keyword, it could be part of a group R. We

build on this later by assigning a score to each content node that depends on the

number of query keywords it covers.

Definition 1. Attributed Group (AG): Given a graph G, a set of query keywords T =

{t1, t2, . . . , tp }, and a range for the required number of content nodes containing at least

one keyword each (si zemi n and si zemax ), an attributed group (AG) is a subgraph of

G that is composed of a set of q content nodes (si zemi n ∑ q ∑ si zemax ) that are close

to each other. Each pair of content nodes in the AG is connected via their shortest

path. The nodes and the edges on these shortest paths are part of the AG subgraph.

Throughout this paper, p indicates the number of input keywords and q indi-

cates the number of content nodes of an AG. The graph could be weighted or un-

weighted. In weighted graphs, weights model the semantic importance of connec-

tions between the two end points. For any pair of nodes ni and n j , the distance

between them (i.e., di st (ni ,n j )) is defined as the shortest path between them in G .

This corresponds to the proximity of the two nodes. The function c(n, t ) determines



whether a node n contains a keyword t . If it does, c(n, t ) = 1, otherwise c(n, t ) = 0.

We assume that G is undirected (although our approach can also work with directed

graphs2).

The content nodes in an AG might be connected to each other via some “middle”

nodes that do not contain any query keywords. However, and unless stated other-

wise, when we refer to the nodes in an AG, we are referring to its content nodes.

Each AG has a weight corresponding to the weights of the edges in G that connect

the constituent content nodes. Below, we define a weight function to measure the

proximity of the content nodes in an AG.

Definition 2. Proximity Weight: For a given set of query keywords T = {t1, t2, . . . , tp },

let {n1,n2, . . . ,nq } be the set of content nodes in an AG R in which 8ni 9tr |c(ni , tr ) =

1;1 ∑ i ∑ q ;1 ∑ r ∑ p. The proximity weight (PW) of R is: PW (R) =
Pq

i=1
Pq

j=i+1 di st (ni ,n j )
°q

2

¢

where di st (ni ,n j ) is the distance (shortest path) between nodes ni and n j in graph

G.

Proximity weight returns the average distance between every pair of content

nodes. Since the size of an AG can vary between si zemi n and si zemax , we use av-

erage distance, not the sum of the distances, to avoid penalizing large AGs. AGs

with smaller weights are more desirable since their content nodes are closer to each

other. Now, we define the following problem.

Problem 1. Given a graph G, a range for the required number of content nodes (si zemi n

and si zemax ) and a set of query keywords T = {t1, t2, . . . , tp }, find an AG R with q

content nodes in G (in which si zemi n ∑ q ∑ si zemax ) with the minimum proximity

weight PW (R).

Theorem 1. Problem 1 is NP-hard.

2In some dense group applications (e.g., photo recommendation in Twitter), we can convert a directed
graph into an undirected graph by removing the directions from the edges. In these applications, similar-
ity is defined in both ways: if there is an edge between two nodes, this implies the end nodes are related,
regardless of the direction. Another way to find the length of a shortest path in a directed graph is by
using edges in both directions. In this case, the length of a shortest path could be the average length in
both direction [21].
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Figure 3: Proving the NP-hardness of Problem 1. Note that some edges are omitted for clarity. There are
three types of edges, each shown with a different line style. We want to see whether there exists an AG
with proximity weight w . Clearly, any edge with weight 2w violates this requirement.

Proof 1. We prove that the decision version of this problem is NP-hard, implying that

Problem 1 is also NP-hard. The decision version asks whether there exists an AG R

with proximity weight w for some constant w. We prove the theorem by reduction

from 3-satisfiability (3-SAT).

Consider a set of m clauses Dk = xk _ yk _ zk (k = 1, . . . ,m) and {xk , yk , zk } Ω

{u1,u1, . . . ,un ,un}. We define an instance of the above problem as follows. For each

pair of variables us and us , two nodes are created (i.e., us is the negation of us ). The

distance between each pair of us and us (1 ∑ s ∑ n) is set to 2w. We set the distance

between other variables to w°n+m
2

¢ . Furthermore, for every clause Dk , we create three

nodes, xk , yk and zk . The distance between each of these nodes to their associated

variable node is set to w°n+m
2

¢ (e.g., if y1 = u2, the distance between the node that repre-

sents y1 to the node that represents u2 is w°n+m
2

¢ ). Their distance to other nodes is set to

2w. Therefore, we have (2.n + 3.m) nodes in total. We assume all of these nodes con-

tain at least one query keyword tr ;1 ∑ r ∑ p (i.e., all of them are content nodes) and

the number of required content nodes is n +m (i.e., si zemi n = si zemax = q = n +m).

A sample of this mapping graph is presented in Figure 3.



A feasible solution to this problem with weight at most w is any set of content

nodes such that from each pair of nodes associated with us and us , exactly one is

selected, and from each triplet of nodes associated with xk , yk and zk , one is selected.

This is because selecting two pairs, us and us , in one answer gives a sum of distances

exceeding w; recall that the distance between us and us is set to 2w. Using the same

logic, if we select two nodes from one clause Dk in one answer, the sum of distances

exceeds w since the distance between members of Dk is set to 2w. Therefore, if there

exists a subset with weight at most w, then we find a satisfying assignment for D1 ^

D2 ^ · · ·^Dm. Also, a satisfying assignment is equivalent to a feasible solution, which

is a set of nodes with weight at most w. This completes the proof. ⇤

Now, we also want to optimize query keyword coverage. We define the following

score for each node based on the query keywords.

Definition 3. Keyword Score of a Node: Given p query keywords T = {t1, t2, . . . , tp },

the keyword score of a node n is defined as follows: s(n) = 1°
Pp

r=1 c(n,tr )
p .

The smaller the keyword score of n, the more keywords are covered by it, which

gives a minimization problem (similar to minimizing the proximity weight). Note

that 0 ∑ s(n) ∑ 1.

Now, we define the keyword score for an entire AG.

Definition 4. Keyword Score of an AG: Let {n1,n2, . . . ,nq } be the list of content nodes

in an AG R in which 8ni 9tr |c(ni , tr ) = 1;1 ∑ i ∑ q ;1 ∑ r ∑ p. The keyword score (KS)

of R is defined as K S(R) =
Pq

i=1 s(ni )
q , where s(ni ) is the keyword score of node ni from

Definition 3.

As in the proximity weight, we take the average of keyword scores. We now define

the following minimization problem to optimize the keyword score of an AG.

Problem 2. Given a graph G, the desired AG size (si zemi n and si zemax ), and p query

keywords T = {t1, t2, . . . , tp }, find an AG R with q content nodes (si zemi n ∑ q ∑ si zemax )

in G with minimal keyword score K S(R).



We can find an optimal solution to this problem in polynomial time by choos-

ing si zemi n content nodes from G that contain the most query keywords. However,

the content nodes might be far away from each other in G since we have ignored

the distance between them. Therefore, we are interested in finding an AG that mini-

mizes both proximity weight and keyword score. This is a bi-objective optimization

problem.

One way to solve a multi-objective optimization problem is to optimize a weighted

sum of the objective functions. This converts the original multi-objective optimiza-

tion problem into a single-objective optimization problem. This approach is called

the Weighted Sum Method and has been shown to be effective in solving bi-objective

optimization problems [34, 35]. Note that the individual objective functions may not

be related (e.g., optimizing hourly rate and workload of employees) [34], but must

be normalized to allow a trade-off parameter combine them into a single objective

function. In this work, we use the weighted sum method to solve our bi-objective

optimization problem. We define a single objective function that combines the

proximity weight and keyword score of an AG with a trade-off parameter ∏ as fol-

lows.

Definition 5. Combined Score: Let {n1,n2, . . . ,nq } be the list of content nodes in an

AG R in which8ni 9tr |c(ni , tr ) = 1;1 ∑ i ∑ q ;1 ∑ r ∑ p. Let 0 <∏< 1 be a trade-off pa-

rameter between the proximity weight and keyword score of the AG R. The combined

score (CS) of R is defined as follows

C S(R) = (1°∏).K S(R)+∏.PW (R)

The parameter ∏ varies from 0 to 1 and indicates the trade-off between the prox-

imity weight and keyword score of an AG. ∏ is application-dependent and we lever-

age domain expert feedback to set its value. Furthermore, edge weights and key-

word scores of nodes might have different scales. As mentioned earlier, they should

be normalized before being used in the combined score function.

Given the combined cost function, we define the following problem.



Problem 3. Given a graph G, the desired AG size (si zemi n and si zemax ), p query

keywords T = {t1, t2, . . . , tp }, and a trade-off parameter ∏ ( 0 < ∏ < 1), find an AG R

with q content nodes (si zemi n ∑ q ∑ si zemax ) in G with minimum combined score

C S(R).

Theorem 2. Problem 3 is NP-hard.

Proof 2. We proved Theorem 1 by showing that finding an AG R from graph G while

minimizing the proximity weight (PW (R)) is an NP-hard problem. Since PW (R) is

linearly related to C S(R), minimizing C S(R) is also an NP-hard problem. ⇤

4. Algorithms

We now present two approximation algorithms to solve the NP-hard problems

introduced in previous section (Problems 1 and 3). We also prove that our algo-

rithms achieve an approximation ratio of two.

4.1. Optimizing the Proximity Weight

Algorithm 1 is our solution to Problem 1 for finding an AG R that minimizes the

proximity weight function. The algorithm takes as input a graph G , the required

range for the size of the AG (si zemi n and si zemax ), and a set of query keywords

T . It returns an AG whose weight is at most twice that of an optimal AG when the

distance function satisfies the triangle inequality. We assume the existence of an

inverted index on the keywords associated with nodes.

The intuition behind our algorithm is as follows. For each node cn that contains

at least one query keyword, we form a subgraph around cn by adding other content

nodes that are close to cn. The number of selected content nodes depends on the

required range for the size of the AG. As we explain (and prove) later, this process

produces answers with an approximation ratio of two based on the proximity weight

defined in Definition 2.

In line 1, the set of nodes, B , that contain at least one query keyword is obtained

from the inverted index. Line 2 initializes the best AG to the empty set and its weight



Algorithm 1 Finding the Best Approximate Attributed Group (AG)

Input: graph G ; si zemi n ; si zemax ; query keywords T = {t1, t2, . . . , tp }
Output: best approximate AG

1: B √ set of nodes that contain at least one query keyword (from an inverted index)
2: bestGr oup √;; leastW ei g ht √+1
3: for i √ 1 to |B | do
4: cn1 √ B .get(i ) ; g r oup √;
5: g r oup.add(cn1); tot alW ei g ht √ 0
6: for j √ 2 to si zemax do
7: mi nPathV al ue j √ ewclose (cn1,B , j °1) ; cn j √ noclose (cn1,B , j °1)
8: if cn j 6=; then
9: tot alW ei g ht √ tot alW ei g ht +mi nPathV al ue j ; g r oup.add(cn j )

10: if j ∏ si zemi n then
11: wei g ht √ tot alW ei g ht

j
12: if wei g ht < leastW ei g ht then
13: l eastW ei g ht √ wei g ht ; bestGr oup √ g r oup
14: return bestGr oup

to infinity. In lines 3 to 13, for each content node in B , a group is constructed around

it. The current content node, labelled cn1, in line 4 is the first content node in the

current group. For each cn1, a new g r oup is initialized in line 4. In line 5, cn1 is

added to the g r oup and the total weight of the current g r oup is set to 0. Then, we

add more content nodes (up to the maximum size) around cn1 to the current g r oup

by finding the nodes in B that are closest to cn1 (by adding the closest content node,

and then the second closest content node and so on). These nodes are called cn2,

cn3, . . . , cnq (si zemi n ∑ q ∑ si zemax ). In line 7, we find the j °1th closest node and

its distance to cn1. Note that ewclose (n, N ,k) denotes the value of the kth nearest

distance between node n and a set of nodes N . Similarly, noclose (n, N ,k) denotes

the kth nearest node in N to n. If the algorithm finds such a node (line 8), the current

weight and the current group are updated in line 9. If the current group contains at

least si zemi n content nodes, the current weight is compared to the lowest weight so

far. If it is smaller than the lowest weight, the lowest weight and the best group are

updated in line 13. The best approximate group is returned in line 14. Note that the

weight of every group around cn1 that is within the desired size range is compared

with the lowest weight so far.

The above operations can be computed in polynomial time. We use the 2-hop
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Figure 4: Optimal and approximate groups for four required content nodes. Note that wi j and w 0
i j are the

shortest distances between the associated content nodes. In this example, and without loss of generality,
we assume that the approximation algorithm forms the best approximate answer around node cn1.

cover index to find shortest paths [36]. Let Di stti me be the time to return the dis-

tance between a pair of nodes using the 2-hop cover index 3. The complexity of

Algorithm 1 is O(si zemax .|B |2.Di stti me ), where |B | is the number of content nodes.

Note that Di stti me is very small (under 2 µs in our experiments).

The shortest path between each pair of nodes in G can be found using Dijkstra’s

algorithm in graphs with positive edge weights. In addition, in graphs with positive

edge weights, the shortest path function (also known as the distance function) is a

metric and satisfies the triangle inequality. In this case, Algorithm 1 produces nearly-

optimal groups with a ratio of two. We first provide an example and then the proof.

Figure 4 shows an optimal group and an approximate group produced by Algo-

rithm 1 assuming the required number of content nodes is exactly four. Note that

these groups have similar structure (both have four content nodes) but the content

nodes (cni in the approximate group vs cn0
i in the optimal group) and the shortest

paths (wi j in the approximate group vs w 0
i j in the optimal group) are different.

The weight of the optimal group is defined as follows:

opti mal wei g ht = w 0
12 +w 0

13 +w 0
14 +w 0

23 +w 0
24 +w 0

34 (1)

3The complexity of answering distance queries between two nodes s and t using the 2-hop cover index
is O(L(s)+L(t )), where L(s) and L(t ) are the sizes of the associated sets of nodes for s and t in the 2-hop
cover index. See [36] for details.



Without loss of generality, assume the best approximate group is produced around

content node cn1 (i.e., the node in line 4). The sum of the edge weights (i.e., shortest

distance values) of nodes connected to cn1 (i.e. w12, w13 and w14) in the approx-

imate group is the smallest among all the content nodes. Therefore, the following

four statements are valid:4 (this is being optimized in Algorithm 1):

8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

cn1 vs. cn0
1 : w 0

12 +w 0
13 +w 0

14 ∏ w12 +w13 +w14

cn1 vs. cn0
2 : w 0

12 +w 0
23 +w 0

24 ∏ w12 +w13 +w14

cn1 vs. cn0
3 : w 0

13 +w 0
23 +w 0

34 ∏ w12 +w13 +w14

cn1 vs. cn0
4 : w 0

14 +w 0
24 +w 0

34 ∏ w12 +w13 +w14

Note that the sum of the shortest paths from content node cn1 to the other three

content nodes is the smallest comparing to all other content nodes in the graph

(including the content nodes of the optimal answer: {cn0
1,cn0

2,cn0
3,cn0

4}). This value

is being optimized in the approximation algorithm (Algorithm 1). That is why the

above four equations are all valid since we are comparing the weights of the shortest

paths from cn1 versus the weights of the shortest paths from cn0
1, cn0

2, cn0
3, and cn0

4.

Then, we sum up both sides of these four inequalities:

2(w 0
12 +w 0

13 +w 0
14 +w 0

23 +w 0
24 +w 0

34) ∏ 4(w12 +w13 +w14)

This equation can be written as:

2
4

(w 0
12 +w 0

13 +w 0
14 +w 0

23 +w 0
24 +w 0

34) ∏ (w12 +w13 +w14)

Using the above equation and Equation 1, we have:

4For simplicity, we do not divide each side of the inequality by the size of the group (i.e., four in this
example).



2
4

(opti mal wei g ht ) ∏ (w12 +w13 +w14) (2)

Recall that the shortest path is used as the distance function and it satisfies the

triangle inequality. Based on the triangle inequality, these equations hold:

8
>>><

>>>:

w12 +w13 ∏ w23

w12 +w14 ∏ w24

w13 +w14 ∏ w34

(3)

The weight of the group that is generated by the approximation algorithm is:

appr oxi mate wei g ht = w12 +w13 +w14 +w23 +w24 +w34

Below, we replace parts of the above approximate weight with the three inequal-

ities in Equation 3. Using the first inequality in Equation 3 (w12 + w13 ∏ w23), we

have:

w12 +w13 +w14 + (w12 +w13)+w24 +w34 ∏ appr oxi mate wei g ht

Note that here we replace w23 with the larger value of w12 +w13. Using the sec-

ond inequality in Equation 3 (w12 +w14 ∏ w24), we have:

w12 +w13 +w14 + (w12 +w13)+ (w12 +w14)+w34 ∏ appr oxi mate wei g ht

Finally, using the third inequality in Equation 3 (w13 +w14 ∏ w34), we have:

w12 +w13 +w14 + (w12 +w13)+ (w12 +w14)+ (w13 +w14) ∏ appr oxi mate wei g ht



By simplifying the left hand side of this inequality, we have:

3£ (w12 +w13 +w14) ∏ appr oxi mate wei g ht

This can be written as:

(w12 +w13 +w14) ∏ 1
3

(appr oxi mate wei g ht ) (4)

Based on Equation 2 and Equation 4, the following inequality holds:

2
4

(opti mal wei g ht ) ∏ 1
3

(appr oxi mate wei g ht )

This can be written as:

2£3
4

(opti mal wei g ht ) ∏ appr oxi mate wei g ht (5)

The value of the right side of this inequality (Equation 5) is the weight of the ap-

proximate group. The value of the left side of this inequality (Equation 5) is at most

twice the weight of the optimal group (2 > 2£3
4 ) . Therefore, the weight of the ap-

proximate group is twice the weight of the optimal group in the worst case scenario.

The complete proof is presented in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 finds an AG R in G that minimizes the weight from Defini-

tion 2 with an approximation ratio of two as long as the distance function satisfies

the triangle inequality.

Proof 3. Consider two groups, an optimal group and the approximate group pro-

duced by Algorithm 1. We prove that the proximity weight of the approximate group

is at most twice the proximity weight of the optimal group.



Let the size of the optimal group be equal to q, where si zemi n ∑ q ∑ si zemax .

Let the best node be the node in the approximate group with the smallest sum of

weights of the edges connected to it (i.e., the sum of the weights of the q ° 1 edges

connected to the best node in the approximate group is the smallest among all the

content nodes in the input graph G). The edge weights of the best node are denoted

as w12, w13, . . . , w1q . Therefore, based on Algorithm 1, the value of
Pq

i=2 w1i is the

smallest among all content nodes that contain at least one of the input keywords.

Each node in the optimal group has q°1 neighbors. Also, q°1 edges are connected to

each node. For each content node in the optimal group, the following equation holds:

w 0
1 j +w 0

2 j +·· ·+w 0
j°1 j +w 0

j j+1 +·· ·+w 0
j q ∏ w12 +w13 +·· ·+w1q

The above equation can be summarized as:

j°1X

i=1
w 0

i j +
qX

i= j+1
w 0

j i ∏
qX

i=2
w1i

Here, w 0
i j i < j (w 0

j i i > j ) is the weight of the shortest path between content nodes

i and j in the optimal group. If this equation is written for all q content nodes of the

optimal group and is summed up on both sides of the inequalities, we have:

2£
qX

i=1

qX

j=i+1
w 0

i j ∏ q £
qX

i=2
w1i

On the left side, each edge appears twice because it connects two content nodes.

Note that the left side of this inequality is twice the proximity weight of the optimal

group. Therefore, it can be written as follows:

2£ (opti mal wei g ht ) ∏ q £
qX

i=2
d1i (6)

Recall that the shortest path is used as the distance function and therefore the

triangle inequality is satisfied as follows:

wi j ∑ w1i +w1 j , i 6= j 6= 1



The weight of the approximate group can be calculated using this equation:

appr oxi mate wei g ht =
qX

i=1

qX

j=i+1
wi j =

qX

i=2
w1i +

qX

i=2

qX

j=i+1
wi j

Since wi j ∑ w1i +w1 j , this inequality holds:

qX

i=2
w1i +

qX

i=2

qX

j=i+1
wi j ∑

qX

i=2
d1i +

qX

i=2

qX

j=i+1
(w1i +w1 j )

On the right side of the above inequality, each weight w1i appears exactly q ° 1

times. Therefore, this holds:

qX

i=2
w1i +

qX

i=2

qX

j=i+1
(w1i +w1 j ) = (q °1)£

qX

i=2
w1i

Furthermore, this holds:

appr oxi mate wei g ht ∑ (q °1)£
qX

i=2
w1i (7)

Based on equations 6 and 7, we have:

2£ (q °1)
q

(opti mal wei g ht ) ∏ appr oxi mate wei g ht

This complete the proof that the proximity weight of the approximate group is at

most twice the proximity weight of the optimal group. ⇤

4.2. Optimizing the Combined Score

In this section, we propose an approximation algorithm for solving Problem 3

that minimizes the combined score function with an approximation ratio of two.

The idea is to convert the distance function from line 7 of Algorithm 1 to a new dis-

tance function that takes proximity and keyword score into account. Assume the

shortest distance between two content nodes ni and n j in G is di st (ni ,n j ). Note

that both ni and n j contain at least one query keyword, i.e., s(ni ) < 1 and s(n j ) < 1.

The new distance function between ni and n j with the given trade-off parameter ∏



is defined as follows:

di st 0(ni ,n j ) = (1°∏).(s(ni )+ s(n j )) + 2.∏.di st (ni ,n j ) (8)

Since 0 ∑ s(ni ), s(n j ) ∑ 1, the value of di st should be normalized to lie between

0 and 1 before calculating di st 0. Below we show that the combined score of an AG R

with q content nodes is the same as the sum of the distances of the q content nodes

using the new distance function di st 0.

Lemma 1. For any AG R with q content nodes and for |T | query keywords, the follow-

ing holds:

qX

i=1

qX

j=i+1
di st 0(ni ,n j ) =C S(R)

Proof 4. Let the AG R be composed of q content nodes {n1,n2, . . . ,nq }. Based on Defi-

nition 8, we have:

qX

i=1

qX

j=i+1
di st 0(ni ,n j ) =

qX

i=1

qX

j=i+1
((1°∏).(s(ni )+ s(n j ))+2.∏.di st (ni ,n j )) =

(1°∏)
qX

i=1

qX

j=i+1
(s(ni )+ s(n j )) + 2.∏

qX

i=1

qX

j=i+1
di st (ni ,n j ) =

(q °1).(1°∏)
qX

i=1
s(ni ) + 2.∏.PW (R) =

(q °1).(1°∏).K S(R) + 2.∏.PW (R) = C S(R)

⇤

The sum of distances of AG R with q content nodes using the new distance func-

tion di st 0 is equal to the proximity weight of R using di st 0. In other words, the

following equation holds:



qX

i=1

qX

j=i+1
di st 0(ni ,n j ) = PWdi st 0 (R)

in which PWdi st 0 (R) is the proximity weight of AG R when the distance function

di st 0 is used to find the distance between content nodes ni and n j . Therefore, based

on the above lemma, finding an AG R that minimizes the combined score function

(Definition 5) is equivalent to finding an AG that minimizes the proximity weight

function (Definition 2) using distance function di st 0.

In Section 4.1, we proposed an algorithm to find an AG R that minimizes the

proximity weight function with an approximation ratio of two when the distance

function used in Definition 2 satisfies the triangle inequality. Below we show that

the new distance function di st 0 satisfies the triangle inequality.

Lemma 2. The distance function di st 0 that is defined in Equation 8 satisfies the tri-

angle inequality.

Proof 5. The function di st from Definition 8 is the shortest distance between two

nodes ni and n j . The shortest distance satisfies the triangle inequality and there-

fore, the function di st also satisfies the triangle inequality. Therefore, this holds:

di st (ni ,n j ) ∑ di st (ni ,nk ) + di st (nk ,n j ), where ni , n j and nk could be any three

nodes in the input graph. Since 0 <∏< 1, this statement is valid:

2.∏.di st (ni ,n j ) ∑ 2.∏.di st (ni ,nk )+2.∏.di st (nk ,n j )

Therefore,

(1°∏).(s(ni )+ s(n j ))+2.∏.di st (ni ,n j ) ∑

(1°∏).(s(ni )+ s(n j ))+2.∏.di st (ni ,nk )+2.∏.di st (nk ,n j ) ∑

2.(1°∏).s(nk )+ (1°∏).(s(ni )+ s(n j ))+ 2.∏.di st (ni ,nk )+2.∏.di st (nk ,n j )

Based on the definition of di st 0, the last inequality states:



di st 0(ni ,n j ) ∑ di st 0(ni ,nk )+di st 0(nk ,n j )

Since ni , n j and nk may be any nodes in G, di st 0 satisfies the triangle inequality.

⇤

Since di st 0 satisfies the triangle inequality, we can use the 2-approximation al-

gorithm from Section 4.1 to find an AG R that minimizes the proximity weight with

distance function di st 0. Based on Lemma 1, such an AG also minimizes the com-

bined score C S(R).

Theorem 4. Algorithm 1 with the new distance function di st 0 finds an AG R in G that

minimizes the weight defined in Definition 5 with an approximation ratio of two.

Proof 6. In Theorem 3, we proved that Algorithm 1 is a 2-approximation algorithm

for finding an AG that minimizes the proximity weight objective when the distance

function satisfies the triangle inequality. Since PWdi st 0 (R) is equivalent to C S(R) (ac-

cording to Lemma 1), Algorithm 1 is a 2-approximation algorithm for finding an AG

R that minimizes C S(R). ⇤

5. Finding Approximate top-k Attributed Groups (AGs) with Polynomial Delay

Let B be the set of nodes containing at least one query keyword. Based on the

definition of an AG, the total number of AGs is up to (si zemax °si zemi n+1)£
≥
(|B |)£

(|B |°1)£· · ·£(|B |° si zemi n +1)
¥

which is O((si zemax°si zemi n+1).|B |si zemi n ). Gen-

erating and presenting all AGs to the user is not feasible because |B | (and also si zemi n)

may have large values for large graphs. Since the number of AGs is exponential in

the number of required content nodes (i.e., at least si zemi n), producing all AGs and

then ranking them is not feasible. On the other hand, generating ranked top-k (e.g.,

k = 50) AGs is a feasible solution. The performance of an algorithm that produces a

list of ranked answers (i.e., AGs in this work) can be evaluated based on the delay be-

tween generating two consecutive answers. When this delay is polynomial [37, 38],

we get a polynomial delay algorithm.



Table 2: Dividing the search space into sub-spaces. The best AG is {n1,n2,n3} and the sub-spaces are
disjoint.

Subspace Inclusion set Exclusion set
#1 Inc1 : {n1,n2} E xc1 : {n3}
#2 Inc2 : {n1} E xc2 : {n2}
#3 Inc3 : {;} E xc3 : {n1}

Our solution for generating top-k AGs is an adaption of Lawler’s technique for

producing top-k answers [39]. At the beginning, the first best AG is produced from

the entire search space (i.e., the entire graph). Then, based on the first best AG, the

search space is divided into sub-spaces. The best AG in each sub-space is produced.

Then, these AGs compete and the best one among them is used as the second best

AG. The sub-space that generates the second best AG is divided into sub-sub-spaces

and the best AG among its sub-sub-spaces is compared with the best AGs in other

sub-spaces that were produced previously. The one with the lowest weight is gener-

ated as the third best AG. One important aspect of this process is to ensure that du-

plicate AGs are not generated from different search spaces, meaning that the search

spaces must be disjoint. The first challenge is how to find the best AG in each sub-

space. We address this in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The second challenge is how to divide

the graph into disjoint sub-spaces. We address this challenge in this section.

We first present an example and then provide the algorithm to find AGs with

polynomial delay. After receiving the required number of nodes and a set of query

keywords, we first use Algorithm 1 (or its variation from Section 4.2) to find the best

approximate AG in the entire graph. Let the best approximate AG in the entire graph

be composed of three content nodes, {n1,n2,n3}. The remaining AGs are divided

into the following three disjoint subsets (i.e., sub-spaces):

1. AGs that contain n1 and n2 but not n3

2. AGs that contain n1 but not n2

3. AGs that do not contain n1

The three subsets are disjoint. Furthermore, the union of AGs that are produced

from these three subsets along with the best AG {n1,n2,n3} comprise the set of all



Algorithm 2 Generating top-k Attributed Groups (AGs) with Polynomial Delay

Input: graph G ; si zemi n ; si zemax ; query keywords T = {t1, t2, . . . , tp }; value of k
Output: top-k best approximate AGs

1: Queue √ initialize an empty priority queue
2: D √ FindGroupConstraint(G , si zemi n , si zemax , T , ;, ;)
3: if D 6=; then
4: insert hD,;,;i into Queue
5: while Queue 6=; do
6: hD, Inc,E xci√ remove and return top AG and its respected constraints from Queue
7: output(D)
8: k √ k °1
9: if k = 0 then

10: return
11: {n1,n2, . . . ,nq } √ content nodes of AG D
12: for i √ 1 to q do
13: Inci √ Inc [ {n1, . . . ,nq°i }
14: E xci √ E xc [ {nq°i+1}
15: if Inci \E xci =; then
16: Di √ FindGroupConstraint(G , si zemi n , si zemax , T , Inci , E xci )
17: if Di 6=; then
18: insert hDi , Inci ,E xci i into the Queue according to Di ’s score

AGs in the input graph. Each subset is defined by some constraints. These con-

straints are enforced using an inclusion set and an exclusion set. The inclusion set

is comprised of nodes that must be included in any AG that is generated from that

subset (i.e., node n1 must be part of any AG produced from the first subset). On the

other hand, the nodes in the exclusion set must not be part of any AG produced from

that subset (e.g., node n1 is not part of any AG produced from the third subset). Ta-

ble 2 represents the constraints (i.e., the inclusion sets and exclusion sets) of these

subsets.

After dividing the entire graph into three sub-spaces using the best AG, the next

step is to find the best approximate AG in each sub-space while satisfying the con-

straints of the respective sub-space. This can be done by using a variation of Algo-

rithm 1 that is presented in Section 5.1 to find the best approximate answer under

the inclusion and exclusion constraints. Since we have three sub-spaces, three new

AGs are generated from each subspace5. We initialize a priority queue and insert

5Note that in practice, there might be some sub-spaces that do not contain any answer



these AGs into the queue. Note that the AG with the best score is always at the top

of the priority queue. In this work, the score is either the proximity weight or the

combined score.

The next best approximate AG is now at the top of the priority queue. Assume

this AG is generated from the second sub-space. We first return this AG to the user

and then divide its sub-space (i.e., the second sub-space) into sub-sub-spaces. Again,

in each sub-sub-space of the second sub-space, the best approximate AG is found

and is inserted into the priority queue. Then, we return the best AG from the top

of the priority queue, and divide its search space into sub-spaces. The best approx-

imate AGs in the new sub-spaces are produced and inserted into the queue. This

process is repeated until the top-k AGs are generated or the queue becomes empty.

Enumerating the top-k AGs with polynomial delay is done by Algorithm 2. An

empty priority queue is initialized in line 1. In line 2, the procedure for finding the

best approximate AG (i.e., FindGroupConstraint) considers the entire search space.

This procedure is Algorithm 1 or its modified version presented in Section 5.1. The

last two parameters of this procedure determine the inclusion and exclusion sets.

When finding the first best AG in the entire graph, these sets are empty. If the best

AG exists (i.e., D 6= ;), D and the inclusion and exclusion sets are inserted into the

variable Queue in line 4. Note that Queue is a priority queue such that the AG with

the minimum score is always at the top. The while loop in line 5 is executed until

the Queue becomes empty. However, as soon as the top-k AGs are generated, even

if Queue is not empty, this procedure is terminated in line 10. In line 6, the AG at

the top of Queue along with its constraints (i.e., inclusion and exclusion sets) are

removed. The best AG (D) is returned to the user in line 7. As mentioned before,

the procedure terminates in line 10 if the (top) k answers have been generated. If

the top-k answers have not been generated yet, the content nodes in D are assigned

to n1,n2, . . . ,nq . Note that si zemi n ∑ q ∑ si zemax . In lines 12-18, q new constraints

(as inclusion and exclusion sets) are created based on these q content nodes. As

we previously discussed, each set of constraints is associated with a new sub-space.

The next step is to find the best AG in each new search space. For each new search

space, if the inclusion and exclusion sets have no content nodes in common (line



Algorithm 3 Finding the Best Attributed Group (AG) under Constraints

Input: graph G ; si zemi n ; si zemax ; query keywords T = {t1, t2, . . . , tp }; inclusion set Inc; ex-
clusion set E xc
Output: best approximate AG

1: B √ the set of nodes that contain at least one query keyword (from an inverted index)
2: B 0 √ {B ° Inc °E xc}; l eastW ei g ht √+1; bestGr oup √;
3: for i √ 1 to |B 0| do
4: tot alW ei g ht √ 0; g r oup √;;
5: cn1 √ B 0.get(i ); g r oup.add(cn1)
6: for k √ 1 to |Inc| do
7: i nci √ Inc.get(i );
8: g r oup.add(i nci );
9: tot alW ei g ht √ tot alW ei g ht +di st (cn1, i nci )

10: for j √ 2 to (si zemax ° |Inc|) do
11: mi nPathV al ue j √ ewclose (cn1,B 0, j °1);
12: cn j √ noclose (cn1,B 0, j °1)
13: if cn j 6=; then
14: tot alW ei g ht √ tot alW ei g ht +mi nPathV al ue j ;
15: g r oup.add(cn j )
16: if j ∏ (si zemi n ° |Inc|) then

17: wei g ht √ tot alW ei g ht
j+|Inc|

18: if wei g ht < leastW ei g ht then
19: l eastW ei g ht √ wei g ht ;
20: bestGr oup √ g r oup
21: for i √ 1 to |Inc| do
22: tot alW ei g ht √ 0; g r oup √;;
23: cn1 √ Inc.get(i ); g r oup.add(cn1)
24: for k √ 1 to |Inc| and i 6= k do
25: i nck √ Inc.get(k);
26: g r oup.add(i nck )
27: mi nPathV al ue √ ew(cn1, i nck );
28: tot alW ei g ht √ tot alW ei g ht +mi nPathV al ue
29: for j √ 1 to (si zemax ° |Inc|) do
30: mi nPathV al ue j √ ewclose (cn1,B 0, j °1);
31: cn j √ noclose (cn1,B 0, j °1)
32: if cn j 6=; then
33: tot alW ei g ht √ tot alW ei g ht +mi nPathV al ue j ;
34: g r oup.add(cn j )
35: if j ∏ (si zemi n ° |Inc|) then

36: wei g ht √ tot alW ei g ht
j+|Inc|

37: if wei g ht < leastW ei g ht then
38: l eastW ei g ht √ wei g ht ; bestGr oup √ g r oup
39: return bestGr oup



15), the best AG is found under the associated constraints in line 16. If the best AG is

not empty, it is inserted into the Queue. Since the procedure FindGroupConstraint

runs in polynomial time, Algorithm 2 produces ranked AGs with polynomial delay.

For each best approximate AG D , the union of the sub-spaces produced based on

D and the set of content nodes in D are equivalent to the original search space (i.e.,

all possible AGs) used to generate D . Therefore, no AG is omitted. Hence, Algorithm

2 produces the top-k AGs (or it produces all the AGs that exist in the input graph if

the total number of AGs is less than k). Furthermore, the sub-spaces that are created

based on the D are disjoint so that none of them can possibly generate D itself. Thus,

they do not generate the same AG. Therefore, the set of AGs is duplicate-free. In

other words, no AG has the same set of content nodes as any other AG.

5.1. Finding the Best AG Under Constraints

When finding the top-k AGs, each AG (except the first one) satisfies some inclu-

sion and exclusion constraints. Here, we present a modified version of Algorithm 1

that receives two extra parameters as input: the inclusion set (Inc), and the exclu-

sion set (E xc). The returned AG is guaranteed to contain all the content nodes in

Inc and to not contain any content nodes in E xc. The details are presented in Algo-

rithm 3. First, we define B 0 as the set of content nodes that contain at least one query

keyword. Note that none of the content nodes in Inc and E xc are in set B 0. The idea

is to construct answers around two sets of content nodes: the first set is B 0 (lines 3-

20) and the second set is Inc (lines 32-38). The AGs that are constructed from these

two sets compete to form the best approximate AG satisfying the constraints. Since

|B 0| = O(|B |) and |Inc| << |B |, the complexity of Algorithm 3 is the same as that of

Algorithm 1, which is O(si zemax .|B |2), where |B | is the number of content nodes.

5.2. Discussion of the Polynomial Delay Procedure

Our method generates approximate top-k AGs. The first AG is produced from

the entire graph (with an approximation ratio of two). The next best AG is produced

from disjoint (i.e., non-overlapping) sub-spaces, taking their inclusion and exclu-

sion constraints into account. Therefore, the second AG is also an approximation



of the second best AG in the entire graph. By continuing this process, we generate

approximate top-k AGs.

Note that different orders of content nodes of the first answer generate different

sub-spaces in the next round of the process. In other words, the initialization of the

second round (and all other subsequent rounds) varies depending on the order of

the content nodes in the current best approximate answer. However, the order of

content nodes does not affect the ranking of the answers. This is because the sub-

spaces are disjoint (i.e., the same answer cannot be produced from two different

subspaces) and the union of the subspaces form the entire search space. Thus, re-

gardless of how we order the content nodes, the second best answer is the same (and

the same logic applies to the third best answer and so on). Note that the number of

subspaces is polynomial, unlike the number of answers, which can be exponential.

6. Experiments

In this section, we test the performance of our algorithms. The algorithm that

solves Problem 1 and optimizes the proximity weight is labelled PW. The algorithm

that solves the bi-objective Problem 3 and optimizes the combined objective of prox-

imity weight and keyword score is labelled CS. Note that CS also receives the trade-

off parameter ∏. We include the value of ∏ when we refer to the results of CS (e.g.,

CS-0.25 refers to the results of CS when ∏= 0.25). Unless otherwise stated, we return

top-5 answers and report the average results. Since our specific problem has not

been studied before, we do not have a direct competitor. To the best of our knowl-

edge, the algorithm from Fang et al. [4] to find attributed communities (communi-

ties structurally cohesive with keywords in common with the query keyword), abbre-

viated AC, is the closest to ours. We implemented two versions of this algorithm and

refer to them as AC-Inc-All and AC-Inc-Last. In the next section, we describe how

we modified the algorithm in [4] to return AGs. Unless stated otherwise, for each

experiment, we use 100 randomly generated queries and report the average results.

All algorithms are implemented in Java 8 and executed on an Intel Xeon 2.40GHz

with 64 GB of RAM. We use several criteria to evaluate the quality of answers. We



first describe the algorithms we compare against and the datasets we used in our

experiments. We then present our results.

6.1. Extending Prior Work to Discover AGs

In this section, we describe how we modified the algorithm from Fang et al. [4],

denoted AC, to return a compact group. The input to AC is a query node nq , a set of

query keywords T , and the minimum degree of each node k 0 (corresponding to the

k 0 in k 0-core). The output is a set of k 0-cores in which each node is a content node.

A k 0-core is a subgraph in which the degree of each node is at least k 0. Furthermore,

each k 0-core is built around nq . The size of an AC (i.e., the number of content nodes)

is not explicitly controlled. Since we have already used the variable k to refer to the

top-k answers, we use k 0 to represent the minimum degree in a k 0-core.

Fang et al. propose two strategies for producing ACs: an incremental bottom-up

algorithm and a decremental top-down algorithm. In our experiments, the decre-

mental algorithm was slow, so we only present the results of the incremental algo-

rithm. In each iteration of the incremental algorithm, the size of the subgraph be-

comes smaller. However, the AC of the last iteration might be too small to satisfy our

size requirements. Therefore, we evaluate two versions of the algorithm. The first

one evaluates the subgraphs of all iterations (i.e., AC-Inc-All) and the second one

only evaluates the subgraph of the last iteration (i.e., AC-Inc-Last).

We modify the AC algorithm to produce attributed groups (AGs) as follows. Re-

call that we receive a set of query keywords T and the range of si zemi n and si zemax

as the desired size of the group. For each content node cn, we run the algorithm

and pass cn as the query node (so each cn becomes a query node nq). The sub-

graphs built around each content node cn are filtered so that their size falls within

the required range. The AC algorithm also receives the minimum degree (i.e., k 0) to

form k 0-cores. The authors state that k 0 = 6 produces the best AC in terms of key-

word relevance. However, the value of k 0 = 6 produces ACs with few content nodes.

Therefore, we run the AC algorithm for the following values of k 0: k 0 = {1,2,4,6}. All

ACs with different minimum degrees that satisfy our size constraints are valid AGs.

These ACs are then sorted based on keyword relevance to form the top AGs. If the



algorithm does not terminate in one hour, we stop it, and the ACs that are produced

within the one hour are used to form top AGs.

6.2. Datasets and Settings

We create attributed graphs from the DBLP6 and GitHub7 datasets. DBLP is a

publication dataset and we use it to build a network of experts. Each expert (i.e., au-

thor) is a node in the graph, and if two authors published a paper together, there is

an edge between them. This produces a DBLP graph with 1M nodes and 3.3M edges.

The expertise (i.e., attributes) of authors are extracted from the titles of their publi-

cations. GitHub is a web-based hosting service for IT projects that also provides ver-

sion control. We use the GitHub API to download information about projects in the

network. Nodes of the GitHub graph are experts (i.e., developers or IT consultants)

that participate in different projects. If two experts participated in the same project,

their respective nodes are connected. The expertise (i.e., keywords) of an expert is

extracted from the titles of the projects they participated in and the programming

languages they listed in their profiles. This produces a graph with 0.5M nodes and

8M edges.

For both DBLP and GitHub, we assume that two nodes are connected if there is

either a direct edge between them, or if there is only one other node on the shortest

path between them. The former models the friendship relation in social networks

and the latter models the friends of friends relation. We observed that DBLP and

Github differ in the distribution of keywords across their nodes. Keywords tend to

be rarer in Github than in DBLP, i.e., for each keyword in the graph, there are fewer

nodes with the same keyword. Thus, groups with more than 20 content nodes are

rare in Github. When experimenting over Github, we set the maximum group size to

20.

6http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/
7https://github.com/
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Figure 5: Keyword coverage over DBLP.
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Figure 6: Keyword coverage over GitHub. AC does not produce any answer for groups of size 10-20.

6.3. Keyword Coverage

For a given AG R with q content nodes and p query keywords, T = {t1, t2, . . . , tp },

the keyword coverage of R is defined as follows:

KC (R) =
Pq

i=1 |K (ni )\T |
p £q

where K (ni ) determines the keywords that appear in node ni . Clearly, the higher

the keyword coverage, the better (i.e., more keywords are covered by the nodes in

the AG). Keyword coverage varies between 0 and 1.

Figures 5 and 6 show the keyword coverage over the DBLP and GitHub datasets

for different numbers of keywords when the number of required nodes (range of

nodes) changes. As expected, (1) CS outperforms PW since PW does not optimize

the keyword score. (2) Decreasing the value of ∏ increases keyword coverage, since

smaller values of ∏ emphasize keyword relevance more than proximity. When the

required size of the answer is small (i.e., 2 to 10 nodes), the keyword coverage of
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Figure 7: Diameter over DBLP.

CS-0.1 is significantly higher than other methods. However, this difference is less

noticeable when the required size increases (i.e., 20 to 10 nodes). This is because

when we require fewer nodes, there is a higher chance of finding a small group of

nodes that are close to each other and also have high keyword coverage. Note that

in most of our motivating applications (e.g., expert hiring or targeted marketing), we

do not need many nodes in the answer. We observed that changing ∏ by less than

0.1 does not significantly affect keyword coverage.

The advantage of CS over PW is more noticeable in small AGs (e.g., group sizes

2-10). For example, in the the DBLP dataset, the KC of CS is 4% higher than the

KC of PW. In Github, the KC of CS is 8% higher than that of PW. AC-Inc-All and AC-

Inc-Last have the lowest keyword coverage. The reason is that every node in an AC

subgraph must contain at least one keyword. AC removes any subgraph with high

coverage even if few middle nodes exist. Note that by definition, AC does not allow

the existence of middle nodes (the notion of friends of friends in this work) in the

answer. This is because AC uses the notion of k-cores for forming answers. In a k-

core, all nodes must contain at least one input keyword. However, since we explicitly

optimize proximity and allow middle nodes in the answer (through the notion of

friends of friends), the answers produced by our algorithms cover more keywords.

This is one of the advantages of our model versus community search models.

6.4. Diameter (Compactness)

We now evaluate the quality of the answers in terms of their compactness. A well

known measure for evaluating the proximity of a subgraph is its diameter, which is

the largest shortest distance between any two nodes in the subgraph. The smaller
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Figure 8: Degree of subgraphs over DBLP.

the diameter, the closer the nodes are to each other. We use all the nodes in the

subgraph (including nodes that are not content nodes but connect content nodes

to each other) to calculate the diameter. Figure 7 shows the diameter of answers

over DBLP (GitHub shows a similar trend and its results are omitted for brevity).

Our algorithm consistently produces compact AGs for different numbers of required

nodes. On the other hand, AC produces compact groups when the number of re-

quired nodes is small, but for larger sizes (20-30 and 30-40), it does not perform

well. This is expected as we explicitly optimize proximity. Also note that keyword

coverage of groups with a small number of nodes is low (see experiments on key-

word coverage). Therefore, AC does not produce high quality answers.

6.5. Degree of Nodes (Density)

The degree of the answer subgraphs for the DBLP dataset is presented in Fig-

ure 8. As expected, the degree of subgraphs produced by AC is higher than those

produced by PW and CS. The reason is that AC explicitly optimizes the degree. How-

ever, and as we discussed before, the proximity (i.e., compactness) and keyword cov-

erage of AC is not guaranteed.

6.6. Group Size Requirement

Figure 9 shows the percentage of answers produced by AC that satisfy various

desired size requirements. For example, if the required size is 2 to 10 content nodes,

we measure the percentage of communities produced by AC that have 2 to 10 nodes.

This percentage is usually around 2%. The other 98% of the communities do not
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Figure 9: Percentage of groups returned by AC that satisfy the given size requirement over DBLP.
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Figure 10: Runtime over DBLP.

qualify as valid groups. This result is not surprising as AC does not optimize for size.

On the other hand, all AGs satisfy the size requirements.

6.7. Runtime

The runtime of different algorithms over the DBLP dataset is shown in Figure 10

(GitHub has similar runtime). CS has the same runtime as PW since they use the

same base algorithm and only differ in the distance function they optimize, which

does not affect the runtime. AC is significantly slower than our algorithm. The rea-

son is that AC was not optimized for attributed graphs with nodes that are associated

with many keywords (this is also noted in [4] in the scalability experiments of ACs

w.r.t. keywords). The other reason is that AC was optimized to construct communi-

ties around a single query node. However, to find the best AG over the entire graph,

we need to run AC over every content node. While we run AC over with four different

values of k 0, we note that even if we run AC for a single value of k 0, it is still signif-

icantly slower than PW (and CS). Notably, PW (and CS) scale well with the number

of required nodes and query keywords. We return answers in milliseconds, which
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Figure 11: Comparison with exhaustive search.

makes our solution practical for interactive applications.

6.8. Comparison with Exhaustive Search

In this experiment, we compare the results of our approximation algorithm with

optimal solutions obtained by exhaustive search (in practice, exhaustive search is

not feasible for large problem instances). For each number of keywords and re-

quired size range, we randomly generate 100 queries. Exhaustive search did not

terminate after one hour for most queries with over four keywords. It also did not

terminate after one hour for most queries with four keywords and the required size

of 30-40 nodes. Therefore, we only report results for queries with three and four

keywords and maximum required nodes under 30. We report the proximity weights

of the top answer generated by our approximation algorithm divided by the respec-

tive values of the exhaustive algorithm. Results for DBLP are shown in Figure 11;

results for GitHub show similar trends and are omitted for brevity. Our approximate

results are only about 25% worse than optimal, which outperforms the worst case

theoretical approximation ratio of two. We also compare the top-5 answers that are

produced by our procedure that generates approximate top-k answers in polyno-

mial delay with the top-5 answers of the exact algorithm. The results show that on

average, top-5 approximate answers are also only around 25% worse than optimal

answers.



7. Conclusions

We formalized the problem of finding compact attributed groups (AGs) in at-

tributed graphs and social networks. The input is a set of query keywords and a

required range for the size of the AG. The output is a subgraph with the required

number of content nodes that cover the query keywords. We proposed new rank-

ing objectives based on the proximity of the answer subgraph and keyword cover-

age. We proved that optimizing these new objectives is NP-hard and proposed ap-

proximation algorithms with a provable approximation ratio of two. Since the total

number of answers is exponential in the number of query keywords, we proposed

a procedure that produces approximate top-k answers with polynomial delay. Ex-

periments on real datasets showed that the answers produced by our algorithms are

compact and have high keyword coverage, especially when the required number of

nodes is small (around ten).

Another way to optimize both proximity and keyword coverage is to find a set

of Pareto-optimal answers. In future work, we plan to develop algorithms to find

Pareto answers, rank them based on relevance, and compare their results with this

work.
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